THE STEAKS ARE HIGH™ TO GET

PRIME YURIKO
MATERNAL GENETICS
BEING SOLD BY KENTUCKY STUD WAGYU
SAME MATERNAL BLOODLINE

Shigeshigetani 30T

Hirashigetayasu 001

LOT 27 — Stud Yuriko-Tani 415

A special Cow will cross the auction block on March 18, 2019 in Salado Texas at the Annual Steaks Are High sale. She will
go as lot 27 and is known as STUD YURIKO-TANI 415. She is sired by the infamous Shigeshigetani and traces her Yuriko
family lineage back to Yuriko 795445, FB340. This famous Yuriko Cow only produced two registered progeny, who oddly
enough are separated by 30 years on their birth dates. The two maternal sisters are DAI 5 FB669, who had only one progeny
(Hirashigetayasu J2351 001) and the Yuriko Cow JVP Yuriko – 1 FB2103. Stud Yuiriko-Tani claims her heritage from this Yuriko
Cow who also produced a small group of full sisters the “Kikushige’s”. You will find these maternal sisters are prevalent in the
breeds leaders. The full sister to Ms Kikushige 403 which is featured in 415‘s pedigree would be Kikushige 24E, you will see her
as the Maternal Great Dam of Shigeshigetani 30T. Also from this maternal line is popular sire KR Mich 400-351. Michiyoshi is
yet another famous product of this line.
An excellent young female who unlike her dam is clean of all recessives by test. She carries powerful blood in her maternal
genetics proven out on the breed leaders and has progeny both in the USA and abroad.

A great opportunity to get prime Yuriko Maternal genetics with a young Cow in her prime.
STUD YURIKO-TANI 415 will be arriving in Texas early and available for your inspection
at the Sales facility.
She is confirmed pregnant to Michifuku FB1615 and due August 23, 2019.

Please direct your inquiries and questions to StudWagyu@gmail.com.

